Sporting Event

by Prof. Revilo P. Oliver

The Chicago Tribune and perhaps other newspapers reported on 7 June 1993 an event in Liberia which, although merely normal, is of some slight ethnological interest. One of the three or more armies of savages that are roaming about in Liberia, financed and supplied with modern weapons by Aryan imbeciles, rushed to take advantage of the distribution of free food carried out, chiefly at the expense of American taxpayers, by the vaudeville show called the "United Nations," a device for implementation of the Jews' New World Order.

On the ruins of a plantation that had been established by the Firestone Rubber Co. in the 1920s in a mistaken (and, of course, futile) attempt to help the Congoids in Liberia, an army of niggers came upon a horde of nigger refugees, almost all women and children, and, since the refugees could offer no resistance, took time out for one of their favorite sports.

According to the report in the press, "They cut throats, they cut heads, threw out brains, opened stomachs and pulled out intestines, and broke legs, and shot, so many bullet wounds that you cannot understand why." Although the public reporter did not say so, you may be sure that the black sportsmen did not overlook the genital organs. He added that it is generally assumed that parts of the bodies were saved and will be used for witchcraft, "which is common in West Africa." 3

The number killed and dismembered in that Sunday morning is said to be three hundred. The army, evidently exhilarated by their recreational activity, went on to enjoy another camp, where "the death toll may be much higher." According to the reporter, the happy niggers "went from house to house killing entire families in the most horrifying manner."

The "orgy of killing and mutilation" is, as I have said, merely normal, but I mention it here as a convenient illustration of the biological fact that, as I remarked in my article, "Divinest Poesy" in June, niggers are niggers.

About the same time, the paper called USA Today reported that within two days there had been seventeen murders in Washington, D.C., a figure sufficiently above par to arouse some comment. How many of the victims were White was not stated.

The score seems to have excited some little concern, though not, I suppose, among intelligent "Liberal intellectuals," who must be profoundly gratified by the success of their campaign for "Civil Rights," and stimulated by a hope for ever better scores throughout the future. Some dim-witted "intellectuals" may be displeased by the ever increasing number of nigger crimes in Washington and many other cities, which they did not foresee, but for which they are morally responsible through their perverse ignorance of elementary facts and their obstinate determination to revolt against nature and

---

1 Liberia was established in 1821 on land purchased by the American Colonization Society to provide a home for emancipated slaves from the United States. The effort was denounced and sabotaged by the sleazy gang of crazed fanatics and cunning thieves called "Abolitionists" before 1861 and "radical Republicans" thereafter. See Liberty Bell, June 1993, pp. 14-15; August, pp. 21-24. Some idealists were surprised when the niggers, freed from slavery in the United States, promptly enslaved native niggers after the Americans declared the country independent in 1847 and they were freed from White supervision.

2 The "army," doubtless a mere horde of nigger rabble, was reported to be the one commanded by a nigger named Charles Taylor, who is called a "rebel" because his chief rival is currently the pet of the gang in the White House in Washington, but there is no significant difference between the three boss niggers who are claiming to be a "legitimate government." Taylor claims that the massacre was the work of his rivals with the cooperation of the horde of 12,000 savages from other parts of Africa, especially Nigeria, that is maintained as a "peace-keeping force" by the clowns of the "United Nations." He may be right, but, of course, it doesn't really matter.

3 Faith in ju-ju is instinctive and innate in Congoids and is not affected by their use of the products of our civilization, such as the most modern rifles and Rolls-Royce automobiles. Their mentality is fundamentally and unalterably different from our own, and, like the mentality of chimpanzees or baboons, is so alien to us that we can attain a partial understanding of it only by observation of their behavior in their own habitat. See the article by Noël Hunt that I summarized in Liberty Bell, May 1986, pp. 9-16.
reality. They are now estopped from offering advice on any political or social topic.

As the late Professor Feynman remarked, “Nature cannot be fooled.” The rant of malicious or stultified “intellectuals,” no matter how loud and persevering, can never alter the simple facts of biology. A rose will always be a rose, and a nigger will always be a nigger.

[Liberty Bell; October 1993]